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AIRPLANE STABIL1tk CAL~LATIONS ~

and Their Verification by Fli~t Tests.*

By Augusto Rota,,.—.,... .....Italian Naval Engineer.

Questions relating to the stability of airplanes in flight

greatly interested theorists since the beginning of aviation

and them is no one who is not adluainted with the remarkabl~

works of Mr. pai~ileve,Frof. Bryan, CO1. Crocco ad many others=

Unfortunately nearly all these works were-only vetyremarka-

ble solutions of a very interesting theoretical mechanical Problem,

but of very little importance from the practical point of view.

In fact, constructors proportion theiz airplanes, in their

organs of @uilibriW and stabilization,according to practical

data acquired by years of observation and successive improvements

of old.:.airplanes, with little thought of the results of the dis-

cussion of the systems of differential equations established by

scientists.

For some time, however, they have begun to occupy themselves

with questions connected with longitudinal stability. AS was q-.ite

natural, they have sought to divest the theories of everything

complicated, in order to employ the simplest and also the.$urest

data. Thus, in a manner similar to that followed by the engineers

of naval constwctiozz, they have attached the greatest importance

to the coefficient of initial longitudinal stability, i.e., to the

quantity ;

c; +!!
*From “Premier Cong~es Inte&a,tiona.1de la Navigation Aerienne,”
Paris, November, 1921, Vol. 1, pp. 42-48.
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in which they consider

-,.’.-., ..., .-. ., ,, . . . . . . . ...=

M being the moment with z-~~pectto ‘Lh.ecenter of gravity of the
,,...—.

airplane at the speed V,, the relative density a the angle of

attack a “the angle of deviation.o~ the elevators T and the an-

gle”of flight v . ,

It was very natural to consid.~rqlso the quantity

m being the

height” and

h receiving

.
weight of the airplane, H the ?Jvirtualmetacentric

H
h=— ~2~

the designation of llreducedinetacentricheight.‘1

The terms Cs, H and h m?~.sthave positive values, so that

the airplane will be stable in its longitudinal motion. The eofl-

sideration of the term H is justified by analogy with the cor-

responding term in the theory of the ship, that of the tezxi h

in the fact that the.action of all the organs of control and Wui.-

librium of the airplane is proportional to the term V2 5.

To ali these quantities however there has hitherto been gen-

erally given only a ~?mlitative importance,* not only because it

was not yet very well knowm what value to give them in comparison

with the other cka,racte~:isti.csof an airplane, but also because ‘

* We know, for exam~jle:the diagrams enrployedby Mr. Eiffel’and the
dis-placementsof the centez of gravi’tyfor different values of the
angle ‘r. These diagraas answer quite well for the qualitative
solution of the prcblernof ‘stability.

II
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tlnededuction of the results

ues of

is not

ter of

. .. . . ,,,.—. .,. ,., 6X
Ta’

on models of the val-

g;avity has not yet been fixed..

It was for the purpose Of eliminating this second disadvant-,:

age that ~e thought of utilizing, for,the ~uantitative study of

the stability of airplanes, a diagram wnich is ve;y simple to con-

struct .Z’fromthe data of the tunnel tests and which neither de-

pends on the position of the center of gravity nor of the angle

of deflection of the elevators. This diagram is constructed by

means of straight lines drawn through the metacenters of the com-

plete.airplane, in a direction parallel to the tangents to the

polar of the airplane relative to a system of axes fixed With ref-

erence to the airplane (Fig. 1).

If m is the meta.centriccurve of the airplane correspond-

ing to a given fixed position of the elevator, if p is the po-

lar with reference to a system of axes fixed with respect to the

airplane, and if M is the metacenter corresponding to an angle

of ~ttack a, to which the slope of flight cp, the total action

of the air on the airplane F is on the straight line tangent at

M. to the metacentric curve> parallel to the correspondingvector

OK of the polar. ,..

If the angle a, without changing the speed nor the direc-

tion of flight, becomes at = u + A a , the action of the air

on the airplane becomes F’~ the-resultant of F and AF,



AFI being, if

drawn through M

., Froznthtsit

--$-

Au is very small, on the straight line d

parallel to the tangent at K to the polar p.

is’’deduced that the moment AM; which iS pl?O-

duceciby the rotation A& of the airplane, is equql to AFX C,

c being the distance of the C.G. from the line d.

and

We then have, at the limit

or, by approximation

for &’a= 0:

xc

H=:A~c

iAF’H=~-@c

and, if the resultant of Kn and Ky, or of Kt and Kn, is indic-

ated by K:

lastly

or

B
AKfrom which it follows that h is proportional to c, ~~a being

nearly constant for all angles practically accessible in flight

and ~ being constant for each airplane. After this is estab-

lished, itis possible to substitute, in the study of stability;

the consideration of c foz that of h, c ‘havingon its part
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G we have given the name ‘lindexstability.“

-Wewill see immediately that .theposition of the line d,

which depends on the angle of attack and the slope of flight,

does not depend on the angle of deviation of the elevators. In

fact, a variation

speed, prod~ces a

on the horizontal

/s7, of the

variat.im of

tail planes,

ence to the ai4~lane, when the

angle of deviation ~ at constant

only AFP of the force of the air

which remains the same with refer-

latter is tiltedby the small an-

gle Au already considered. Consequently,both forces F and Fi

are displaced by combining with the same force
*FP‘ but their

geometrical difference does not vary.

C,onseCiuently,not only the lines d can all be determined

by a single position of the elevators, no matter whether the Lat-

ter is

angles

flight

compatible or not with the equilibrium at the different

of attack, but they remain unchanged for every slope of

and angle of attack, even if the position of the C.G. or

the axis of traction is changed. In fact, the displaceriientof the

C.G. or the axis of traction has no other effect on the whole air-

foil of the airplane than a variation of the angle of deviation

of the elevators, which has no influence on the lines d.
.

The lines d (each of which corresponds to a given value of

@ and of the slight slope q and the distance of which from the..,,, .,, ,.
C.G. is the ipdex of stability) are therefore very useful in the

study of the stability of an airplane, even before knowing the

position of the G.G., and can be utilized in this case for deter-

,,,,,,,—— .-— ,,,,,.,,,,,,,——., —-, ,,,. , ,.-—-,— .. ... . ... .... .. ,, . .-—.—.
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minlng the most suitable

The constmzction of,., ,,........ . .. . . ,.,..,,....

locatiotifbf thit3point,
*

all the lines d“ is very simple in ao-

cordance with the results of the tunnel tests of the complete air-

plane or of just the cell and tail. In fact, the dtreotion of-

eaoh straight line is that of the tangent to the relative polar

through the point whi@ corresponds to the angle of attack under

consideration. The distance of the intersection of the line d
:,

with the axis of the airplane from

reference to which the moments are

pression
dMzc’=— dKn

in which M is tne coefficient of

the point of t~is axis, with

measured, is given by the ex-

moment with reference to the

‘chosenpoint, Kn is the component following the normal to tke

axis of the coefficient of total thrust K; and 1 is the wing

chord:

Now, M is composed of a part MC: due to the action of

the air on the cell, and a part Mp, due to the tail planes.

We “maywrite

Mp = XKnp ~ t

in which KnP is the coefficient of normal thrust relative to the

horizontal tail planes (function of ~ and a);
‘P the surfaoe

of,the tail planes; % the distance (which may be considered

c“onstant)of the thrust Knp from the reference point of the mo-
‘::Wehave given to the lines d the nae of ‘tmetaoentriclines.rl
In fact, each one is the locus of the
corresponding to each slope and angle
values of 7.

metacenters of the airplane
of attack for different

,,,, ---- ..——---
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ments. x is the ratio of the square of the velocity of the air

with re.la$iqqto

x only needs to

slip stream from

-?& or

ND
of Kx

attack

t~e,_tallplenes at the speed V of the airpla.ae..,.,,,,.. .... ,,. ~,
be considered when the tail planes a&e ~tithe

the propeller and it is a determined function of
P

perhaps of =6, p being the propeller thrust, or again

+ Ky tan q, i.e., an increasing function of the angle of

&d the slope of flight. We may vrite, according to

Froudels theorem,

s Kx +KY tan~
x. l-l——-.

in which Sfe is a

peller and a. the

S’e -Cto

z-

suitable fraction of the surface

density of the air. We have

of the pro-

6Kn~

riltc
xc—

6 $x..
u’.— t+ .52t

dK- dKn s
11 --22

● d..?.
6 K__

in which ~~ is dependent or.the shape of the tail planes; a
P

constant which is equal to the complement to the unity of the

ra~io, nearly constant, of the angle: of deviation of the air cur-

rent of the cell to the angle of attack u of the cell, measured

from the angle corresponding to

The result is that the sum

pends only on the cell and of a

ImlmImmIImmI w II ■ m- I II I III II I I II I III mI ,,,,.

the zero thrust.

,.,,.
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which, by x constant~ is constant at all angles

pends on the relatiom of certain ohm%cteristics

planes to the

all the lines

placing, by a

of.

of

attack and

the tail

de-

oorresponding characteristicsof the cell, so that

d relating to the aizplane:are obtained on ~is-

determined amount CR, (constant, if x is Con*.:..:.’
..

stant), all the lines d relative to the single cell.

Nothing Is therefore more simple than the construction of

the lines d, especially if we are not limited first to the con-

sideration of the values of x equal to 1, i.e., if we do not

neglect the increase in efficacy of the tail planes due to the

slip stream, which leaves us to con&der first only the gliding

stability.

When we Bave the diagram of the lines d, nothing is siqj~er
.

than the study of the longitudinal stability

is only necessary to measure the distance of

lines d corresponding to the conditions of

of the airplane. It

the C..G.from the

flight, in order to

obtain the values of the!lindexof stability.1[

If we cannot place the C.G. in a suitable position and if we

are obliged to displace the lines d, the established formulas

give vezy simply the variations of the characteristics of the’

tail planes neoessaryufor obtaining this displacement.

Figs. 2 and 3 show the lines d for x = 1 for a separate
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wing’(Fig. 2) and for a complete airplane (Fig. 3)4

This being established,,there alsq results a

fication in the interpretation of the tests which

1919 for the verification, in full flight, of the

notable siq@i--.

we proposed in

calculations

of stability,

Quantities c,

In fact,

determined by

slopes q and

if we apply the latter to

if we consider two speeds

the determination of the

wery near stable flight

the angles of attack c% and a+Acc and by the

CP+AV, we have in the second-speed the follow-

ing variations of the forces (with reference to the unity of

speed and the surface of the airplanes): the foroe A K acting ..!

along the line d, the force AA = A (Kx + Ky tanq) aoting
.

on the axis of the propeller, at the distance e from the C.G.$
s

the force & Knp Ax acting on the tail planes.

If, as in the general case, these forces do not offset each

other, it is necessary in the second case to deflect the eleva-

tors by an ~gle AT, so as to produce a force ~$@T

whose moment will offset that of the forces considered above, i.e.~

it is necessary that

whence~ at the limit~ and on putting AK = A Ky

6K d7~&@2t_ d(Kx + Kv tanq) ~ CL<
c =.

dKy - e “dKy ‘Knp S~”
Y
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If, therefore, we...;
yal~es”’of”~ “&4 ~f”’~~~’

observe in flig’litsat certain speeds, the

determine tQe”’correspondingva~ties“of’

“K% + Ky tamp, ~fijpand”X, by choosing a series of flights which

may-be considered as continuous, e.~ ,,the series corresponding
,

to const&nt values of Q (Fig, 4), we can calculate, by very sim-

ple processes of graphic derivation, the values of o correspond-

ing to each flight speetL

If

AK=o

whence,

we choose

and

the series

A(KX +Ky

-t x*1212
s

at the limit,

for which u is constant, we have

tan q) = Ky ACP

AT== eKy Aq.+t~Knp Axa
0

which renders it possible by analogous methods to evaluate the
Q

term t~ K~p which would be more difficult by direct methods.

If, according to Frouae’s theorem, which is admissible, we

put
Kx +Ky tan~

x= 1 + $ - a.
. e T

we have

A(KX +Ky tanq)
Ax=$ - a.

e
T
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which enables the following vezy consid~rable simpl~fication of

the formulas established above

. . .

and for u constant

e+

.r

S#

After many and long attempts, which have taken considerable xi

time and energy for perfecting the instruments and the general

plsn of the experiments, we have begun in Italy the study and sys-

tematic.determination of the characteristics of longitudinal &ta-

bility of airplanes in full flight, aocordlng to the method out-

lined above.

It is very probabJ.ethat from these experiments, whioh will

be tried also with airplanes known not to be vexy satisfa~tory in

piloting, we will be able to draw quite clesx conclusions concern-

ing the values whioh are, for the different t~es, the most favor-

able for the good behavior of airplanes in flight and on the &om-

parison of values obtained by tunnel tests.

CalouIations of longitudinal stability of airplanes can then

I be made with confidence and profit, because we shall have eliminat-

1 ed and clarified everything that has hitherto been complicated,

obscure and indeterminate.

Translated by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
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